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About Extract-ED
Extract-ED LLC provides training to law enforcement, prosecutors, and civilian entities in a variety
of topics, which include criminal statutes, drug impairment, code of state regulations, workplace
safety, and more. Since established in 2018, we have provided training to thousands of students,
from all around the United States. Extract-ED is committed to providing training courses without
expensive contracts. Our training can be purchased by single users or in large packages. We are
an "approved" training provider for Missouri and Oklahoma law enforcement. We are versatile in
how we present our training, as most of our presentations can be taken in person, live streaming,
or on our online, on-demand platform. This makes us different from other training providers. Our
goal is to provide quality, up-to-date training, at a low cost to the student.

Outside Presentations
In an effort to broaden our area of training offered, Extract-ED is seeking quality training courses
for law enforcement or civilian employers. These must be presented by instructors who are
experts in their field or from an instructor who holds a Generalist Instructor license, or the
equivalent in another state. We are currently seeking presentations in the areas of:

Criminal Investigation
Narcotics Investigation
Civil Disturbance
Ethics
Racial Profiling
Legal
Interview and Interrogation
Officer Health and Wellness
Implicit Bias
Cultural Diversity

We are open to other unique presentations and we are happy to review any idea or training that
is submitted.

Why Present Through Extract-ED?
Outside instructors now have the opportunity to present their training through Extract-ED,
potentially earning a supplemental income. We have established a training foundation for
Missouri law enforcement and civilian companies, which now reaches over several thousand
students and is growing daily. Presenting through Extract-ED immediately puts your presentation
in front of all of our students. We have also established a large contact list, in addition to social
media sites, that reach officers and civilian companies across the country. Your presentation will
be promoted using these platforms, making it available to a large network of students.

What Does Extract-ED Do?
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We place your presentation on our online
training platform. This includes uploading the
training videos, handouts, and quiz questions,
as required by POST, and grading the quizzes.
Extract-ED monitors the course content and
the student’s progress. If the student fails a
quiz, we notify the student and reset the quiz
and the session so the student may continue
the course.

Extract-ED collects all payments for the training and maintains the online collection system. This
system allows the students to purchase a single training at anytime or an entity to purchase the
training for a large number of students. Course purchase records are maintained and can be
provided monthly.

How Does It Work?
The outside instructor creates a presentation using PowerPoint, Prezi, Google Slides, Keynote, or
their presentation platform of choice. Once their presentation is complete, the instructor will record
their presentation. If necessary, Extract-ED will provide a program to the instructor to record the
presentation. Once the presentation is recorded, Extract-ED will edit the video, divide it into
sessions, and create quiz questions. Once this is complete, the final product will be provided to the
instructor for approval before being published to the online training platform. Once the instructor
approves the training, it will be posted to Extract-ED’s online training platform.
Extract-ED will pay the instructor monthly via check or Venmo. Extract-ED collects 9% of the
course earnings.
Instructors maintain ownership of their materials. If instructors set up in-person training on their
own, they have no obligation to provide Extract-ED with any information.
Extract-ED may receive requests for your training to be presented in person. Extract-ED will notify
the instructor of these requests, though the instructor has no obligation to present in person. If the
instructor chooses to present in person, they choose their own speaker fees. If the in-person
training is set up and arranged by Extract-ED and is presented using an Extract-ED POST control
number, then a 9% fee will be assessed to maintain the course records.

Instructor Obligations
Once the training is presented, any questions received from students about the training will be
forwarded to the instructor to be answered. Each instructor will receive an annual assurance
request. This request will clarify that to the instructor’s knowledge, all information in the
presentation is currently up to date with all criminal and civil laws. If the instructor does not
complete the assurance request within 30 days of receiving the request, their training will be
removed from the online platform.
All presenters will receive a contract with details about presenting their training through ExtractED. The contract will be valid until January 1st of the following year. No instructor is obligated to
keep their presentation on the Extract-ED site. If an instructor requests the training to be removed
from the online platform, the course will be closed for enrollment and it will be removed after all
students currently enrolled complete the training.

The Next Step
If you are interested in earning a supplemental income and presenting your training through
Extract-ED, please contact us at training@extract-ed.com for further details.
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